TECHNICAL PAPER to be presented at the -gib Eleventh Fluid and Plasma Dynamics Conference sponsored by the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Scattle, Washington, July [10] [11] [12] 1978 Abstract ux>u Velocity components in the x and y y directions (Eqs. 2,3) A viscous-inviscid interactive procedure for u1,u41 Velocity components in the je,and j subsonic flow is developed and applied to an axial directions compressor s age.
Calculations are cart'ied out on u,v,w Velocity component in the F,C, and a two-dimensional blade-to-b'.adc region of constant T, directions ( Fig  3) radius assumed to occupy a mid-,pan location. Hub x,y Cartesian coordinates used in the and tip effects are neglected.
The Euler Equatious inviscid solution ( Fig. 1 ) are solved by MacCormack's method, a viscous marchCartesian coordinates used in Seeing procedure is used in the boundary layers and 77 tion 4 ( Fig. 4) wake, and an iterative interaction scheme is con-X,Y,Z Cartesian coordinates used in the structed that matches them in a way that in:orporates viscous solution (Fig. 3 ) information related to momentum and enthalpy thicka,^Cascade coordinates ( Fig. 1 ) nesses as well the displacement thickness.
The 6 Boundary layer thickness (Section calculations are quasi-three-dimensional in the 4) sense that the boundary layer and wake solutions 6N Boundary layer thickness, nondimenallow for the presence of spanwise (radial) ,elocisignalized with respect to C(Secties. * tion 3) 6 Displacement thickness e Small parameter that is P(S-) Nomenclature 6 angle between B(x) and the ' 'x-direction in the cascade solution region B(x)
Lower boundary of the cascade volution ( Vectors defined in Eq. 23
3,1J
Vectors defined in Eq. In general, the U Vector defined by Eq. 4 flow is compressible, viscous, unsteady with reu s ,un Velocity components used in the inviscid spect to the blades, turbulent, and highly three solution (Fig. 1) dimensional. Furthermore, the flow may be either entirely subsonic or at least partially supersonic. Boundary layer separation may occur at several *Work supported by NASA-Lewis Research Centel-under locations in a compressor blade passage. L•1 addition, any computational attempt to deal re..,.e i-+ grant (Graduate Research Program in Aeronautics).
tally with such a flow will encounter these d.tfiNow Assistant Professor, School of Engineering culties in a region which is geometrically complex. Science and Mechanics, Georgia Institute of Tech+_+nology.
For these reasons, it is unlikely that a comResearch Engineer pletely realistic solution of the flow through an u) m w A VISCOUS-INVISCID INTERACTIVE COMPRESSOR CALCULATION* entire axial compressor blade passage conid be undertaken in tilt• near future. However, a greatdeal has alreadv been accomplished by examining, problems of a simplified nature. Thc numerical compressor calculations which have been undertaken have tended to examine certain aspects of the flow in a blade passage while ignoring other effects, even though the effects which are omitted from the calculation may be quite Important in practice. In this manner, it has been possible to reduce the original problem to one which is mathematically tractable, and to gain ,me insight into the nature of such a flow.
There have been several approaches to simplification. One approach, presented fit by Wul, consists of the specification of a stream surface within the blade passage and the subsequent solution of the Euler equation, on that stream surface. The surface can be specified either as an annular surface (blade to blade) or a meridional surface (hub to shroud), and by confining the calculation to a twodimensional region in this fashion, it is possible to introduce the passage gecmtetry into the calculation while retaining the numerical benefits of a scalar stream function. Phis technique has been used by Katsanis' and Katsanis and McNally 3 , among others. The computer codes of references 2 and 3 are well established, and are currently used in compressor design.
Boundary layer calculations have been done on compressor blades and on passage endwalls 4-6 . Similar to boundary layer calculations are the viscous Marching procedures, which are used to solve paraholized Navier-Stokes equations 7-8 . Viscous marching procedures are currently being applied to flow in turbomachinery.
Another popular simplification of compressor flow is its idealization as flow through a cascade of airfoils. Man y different numerical solutions have been carried out in cascade geometries. Perhaps the most studied set of equations with reference to cascade geometries are the Euler equations, and a popular approach to their numerical solution has been through time marching techniquesl0-12 • 1liese techniques, of which MacCormack's method 13 has been the most widely used, owe their popularity to several factors. They are computationally efficient, they can he used for both suhsonic and supersonic flow, and they are not subject to some of the limitations of simpler solution methods, such as irrotationality and two-dimensionality. And certain recently developed time marching algorithms l4-16 which are applicable .. the solution of the Etter equations and Navier-Stokes equations, appear to be quite promising for increased computational efficiency. It is likely that these new algorithms, or variants of them, will be used in the near future to carry out compressor calculations of increasing sophistication.
While the preceding survey of numerical sor calculations is by no means complete, it to demonstrate the diversity of approaches t overall problem, which is too difficult to be attacked in a more straightforward manner. The present investigation is primarily concerned with the effect of viscosity on the flmt in a h Ltde-toblade surface of const,n nt radius, which may be assumed to occupy a min span location since the effects of the hub and tip regions are neglected. The investigation has been ccnfined to subsonic flows, but this limitation is not inherent in the method developed hare. For the present discussion the solution surface can he considered to he the flat, two-dimensional region of it cascade, with cambered blades of zero thickness. However it will eventually be necessary to imagine this flat solution region as being wrapped unto the surface of a rotating right circular cylinder. The introduction of viscosity into the calculation is accomplished by means of a viscous-inviscid interactive calculation procedure.
'File inviscid calculation consists of a timemarching solution of the• Fu l ler equations by MacCormack's Method. The viscous calculation proceeds in boundary laver and wake regions, and it solves a system of equations analpgous to the set obtained by Horlock and Wordsworth4 for the incompressible boundary laver on a helical blade. Although the viscous calculation is carried out on a cylindrical surface, the governing system of equations allows for the presence of a radial velocity component normal to that surface. The interaction hetween the viscous and inviscid calculations is accomplished by means of an iterative process. An iterative approach to the subsonic interaction problem is not uncommon; several researchers (e.g., Ref. [17] [18] have used this approach, in con unction with the displacement thickness concept i^ to obtain higher approximations to flows. However, the present interactive method differs from these procedutes in two ways. First, the present method does not rely solely oil mechanism of a physical displacement of the outer flow streamlines by the viscous layer, to achieve cou p ling of the viscous and inviscid calculations. The interaction takes the form of an injection at blade surfaces (suction in the wake), but it is different from the usual source-sink distribution technique in that this injection h..s a momentum and enthalpy charactcc. SE-ond, the application of boundary condi^.ions to the viscous calculation, and the viscous calculation itself are carried out in a manner suggested by the theory of matched asymptotic expansions. The details of the interactive procedure are discussed in Section 1%.
Th. viscous-inviscid interactive calculation procedure which is described in this paper was used to calcul,te compressor flows for both rotor and stator passages. Some results of these numerical calculations are presented.
I1. The Inviscid Solution
For the inviscid solution we consider the inviscid, rotational flow in a rectilinear cascade of zero thickness airfoils. The (a,0) coordiuntc -stem used for this calculation ( A steady state solution of these equations in the cascade is obtained by a numerica1 1 11 ime marching solution using, MacCormack's Method .
Boundary Conditions
As is often the case with time marching solutions of the Euler equations, the treatment of boundary conditions here consumes a diseroportionatcly large part of the effort expended in the numerical solution. A careful .reatment of certain boundar y conditions in such problems seems to demand approaches which are somewhat involved. The discussion of boundary conditions which appears in this section deals entirely with conditions as they exist for the first inviscid solution. Modifications to these boundary conditions are re q uired for subsequent inviscid solutions within the viscousinviscid iteration scheme, and a discussion of these modifications is deferred until Section IV.
In a time marching solution of the Euler Equations for the flow through a cascade (Fig. 1) , essentially three different types of boundary regions are encountered. First, boundaries at which periodcity conditions are the proper specification. This is the case at those portions of the boundary which connect the leading and trailing edges of the blades to the upstream and downstream boundaries. Second, the upstream and downstream boundaries which in this investigation are subsonic and permeable. It appears necessary that the specification of boundary conditions at theme locations be compatible with the passage of wavelike disturbances through the boundary 20 . Consequently, we treat the boundary conditions at these locations timing the method of characteristics as suggested by Morett121. The details of this treatment are found in Reference 22. Finally, solid wall boundaries represent a third type of situa t ion. As the treatment of solid wall boundary conditions is altered in subsequent invfscie: solutions within the interactive scheme, w, describe the situation during the first inviscid aoit::lon in some detai', so that the changes made for later solutions will he more apparent.
Consider .he numerical grid network ,tear a blade surface which is depicted in Fig. 2 
Equation (8) 
As a fival note in this section, we mention that the Kutta condition is applied at the trailing edge of the blades by enforcing flow tangency.
Extension to the Annular Cascade
As a preliminary to the discussion of the viscous solution, it is worth noting that the numerical solution for the inviscid flow in a rectili.-ar cascade can be related to the flow in an annular cascade in a fairly simple way. To extend the results of the previous solution to the flow on a surface of constant radius which is in a state of radial equilibrium (i.e., zero radial velocity) and rotate.; about its axis, it is merely necessary to imagine that the flat solution field is wrapped onto the surface of a rotating right circular cylinder.
III. The Viscous Solution
In this section, we develop the viscous equations appropriate to the flow past cambered, yet strictly radial, blades. These blades and the coordinate system used in this development are seen in Fig. 1 . The coordinate system used in this section is shown in relation to a Cartesian coordinate system (X,Y, Z), and a cylindrical coordinate system (r,O,Z). The ° and ^ coordinate lines are shown on a cylindrical surface (1=r= rnnst.). The angle *(;), which is measured on that surface, is the angle between the Q coordinate line Following Horlock and Wordsworth", we confine our attention to the blade boundary layers which develop in a system that rotates about the Z axis with an angular velocity and make some specification and assumptions.
(i) Radial equilibrium is specified for the exte-'nal flow ( wy = 0). The -subscript indicates a location where is large.
(ii) The boundary layer thickness is smail compared to Ov blade chord;
The chordwise curvature of the blade is of order ( C ).
This implies that
C6S^L^(1),
and that a a(6N).
(iv) The chord is small compared to the radius,
I
( 1 ) where t -1 With the ordering procedure established here, it is possible to reduce the equations of motion for the helical coordinate s ystem to the appropriate boundary layer equations. The details of this reduction may he found in Ref. 22 . The boundary layer equations, correct to B(E), which result art , as follows.
(pu) + 6 -t (pv) ' 0
dw
The radial momenttun t-quation (10) F.qs. (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) are also the governing equations for the viscous wake.
It should he noted that, while the inviscid and viscous calculations are both carried out on the same cylindrical surface, the coordinate systems used in these two calculations are diffetent and tiltnumerical grid systems would not in general coincide nor have the same orientation.
R'. The Interactive °rocedure
The interactive procedure takes the form of an iteration between viscous and inviscid solutions. In general terms, this iterative procedure is as follows; (i) An inviscid solution for the entire flowfield is performed, with the appropriate boundary conditions.
(it) Using boundary conditions, obtained from the inviscid solution along blade surfaces and the wake centerline, the viscous calculation is carried out. With the viscous calculation completed, certain adjustments arc mtdc in the inviscid solution's boundar y conditions, to reflect the presence of viscous layers.
(iii) Steps (i) and (ii) are repeated until an acceptable degree of convergence is obtained. We now attend to the actual form of this interaction. Now, we consider the flow in the immediate vicinity of the wall, where the viscosity and thermal conductivity are important. We suppose that this viscous strip is sufficiently thin (compared to the radius of curvature of the wall), and that the chordwise extent of the region under consideration is for the present sufficiently small, so that we are Justified in covering this region with a Cartesian coordinate system (see Fig. 4 ). An exact representation of the flow in this region is given by a solution of the Navier-Stokes .equations. Let f and g be the vectors constructed from this solution. Also, we suppose that some solution of the Euler equations will provide a close approximation of the exact solution when y ^ b, and let 3 and rf be the vectors constructed from this inviscid solution. (laving identified the vectors f, g, ;i, and 4 with these two solutions, Eqs. (22) and (23) may he integrated from y =0 to y = b, to give;
Since the two solutions are taken to coincide for a, we may specify /; 6 = g b . F.qs. (24) and (25) they be combined then to give, 26), which relates the two hypothetical solutions, will serve as a starting point for our discussion of the solution technique in the viscous layer.
It is not our intention to solve the NavictStokes equations, therefore, we seek a suitable approximation of f and g on the interval U 71 G. These functions are sh.n+n in Fig. 4; f b (0) corresponds to a boundary layer solution carried out using; inviscid values at 44 , 0 as boundary conditions.
The composite function f is constructed in the spirit of a matched asymptotic expansion. The function f was chosen as an approximation of the exact solution for two reasons. First, we expect that th''s approach will have greater accuracy than the usual boundary layer solution. Second, we employ f because it has distinct computational advantages within the context of the iterative procedure.
Applying Eq. (27) to Eq. (26) gives, The interaction model which has been described here can be conveniently used with those inviscid solution procedures, which are currently employed to solve the Euler equations in primitive variable form. There is an alternative method for dealing with the numerical viscous-inviscid interaction when the inviscid flow is rotational, that being the displacement thickness approach, but it is not conveniently used in a problem involving complicated geometries. In such an approach, bodies are physically thickened, and it would be necessary to rctompute the geometry of the problem at each step in the iteration. In the present method, the geometry of the solid surface must be dealt with only once, and remains unchanged throughout the Iterative process.
Thi-form which the interaction takes in the blade wake is similar to the case of a wall boundary layer, which has been described. Tfie details of the wake calculation are not reproduced here; it may he seen that there is a large difference between the ptofiles obtained for a rotor passage and ;I passage, at both wake .ind boundary laver Iuc:itiens. For a rotor passage tilt-velocities .are radiall y outward, and fill-a stator passage the velo,ities are radially inward. Als,,, it ma y he noted that genrr.i!Iv larger values of the radial veldt Its are obtained in the • wake than fn the blade boundar y lavers.
As do IlluhtratIon of list-.omputer program's suriesaful ontallon, v.tlues of the thickness (S ) .Ire plod ted over• it port fun .,1 if,. std, t fun surface, for e• a.h of th4, tout lis.ou:. tlonr, (I'I. 111. W.
• have limited th, , Ill) rdwI extent of tit. region undej cons ldorsttoll fn older to .
•xp.tnd the vertical 1. ) Scale, ., dial the onvetr;e)).e characteristics of tilt-gloha l i terttI Ive scheme would hr , Iva rIv vlslhle.
I'h4, ih.oissa in Fit;. II corresponds to distant-.Il.ntg the hlad.-selt'lace, m4,asured Irom the IoadIug . , ifrx. 1114 , heh.ivior of successive solutions tit II Indieatos , onVVtgenet-. Also, It appt-at's ihat this .onvergt-n,r takes place quite tapidIv, si it, • the third and fourth soltitimis are virttialiv indistinguishable even .,1 this cxpandcd scale.
VI . I)Isi ass Ion
Mt-itutncIIvaI results of the lire, 4,ding Sect ton wv re taken from two volutions (rotor and stat,Iwhi,h wore :.MI'I'fed out on an inviscid grid with 90 x al dimensiolis.
fist-two calculations, whi,h etch r, • (juired about minutes (C.6'. ► i, t imc) on a L I NIVAC 1110, w4, re run for lour g Ill haI Iterations. I'll,. fnvI.cfif ,alculation procedure accounted for most of the run tile.
I'll,-computer program which has been dovolopt-d fit the cott y : of this stud y I.-; currentl y litllitrd in its .thiIit y to sinntlate real compressor flows by the idea I is at ions which have been made. Ide.t l izations such is blades of zero-thickness .Ind Strictly laminar flow have been intiodu_ed to simplif y the romptitattonal problem, hilt it f importalit to note th.it those itivalizaltons are not inhoient in our geltt-r.tl upproarh to the vis.uusinvis, id interact ion.
1'h,• interactive calculat ion procedure which is prescmcd here dot's not reds for its suc.essful operation on the geometrical s bill, IiIications which have been made, and oven depends very IittIv on the precise form o1 the viscous and inviseid solutions. For example, evil integral houndaiv laver ,rlculation ceu Id he substituted for the present vIsctxis marching procedute, or an Implicit time marching algorithm used to So1v.
• the invJ.scid equations, and the overall nature of the interactive calculation would trot be mu, It *ff4,cted. This internetivo scheme is novci in that it does not rel y solely on the houndar y layer displacement thickness, but im orporates information T. E. x .30005 X. ft Figure 11 . -Displacement thickness distributions cvp r a rearwards portion of the suction surface.
